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Thermally-enhanced polymer composite heat exchangers are an attractive al-
ternative for applications such as the use of seawater as a cooling medium and other
corrosive environments that traditionally use expensive exotic metallic alloys, but
a number of manufacturing challenges exist. The goal of this thesis is to develop
an understanding of the manufacturing feasibility, in particular mold filling and
fiber orientation, of utilizing thermally-enhanced polymer composites and injection
molding to manufacture polymer heat exchangers.
To best predict mold filling feasibility, this thesis proposes developing an ex-
plicit construction of the boundary, represented as a surface based on the parame-
ter space, which separates the feasible and infeasible design space. The feasibility
boundary for injection molding in terms of the design parameters is quite complex
due to the highly nonlinear process physics, which, consequently, makes molding
simulation computationally intensive and time consuming. This thesis presents a
new approach for the explicit construction of a moldability-based feasibility bound-
ary based on intelligent Design of Experiments and adaptive control techniques to
minimize the number or computation experiments needed to build an accurate model
of the feasibility boundary. Additionally, to improve the flexibility of the mold filling
prediction framework to changes in overall heat exchanger design, a model simplifi-
cation approach is presented to predict mold filling for general finned-plate designs
by determining an equivalent flat plate representation and utilizing a developed flat
plate mold filling metamodel to estimate mold filling. Finally, a fiber orientation
measurement methodology is presented for experimentally determining fiber orien-
tation behavior for sample heat exchanger geometries that develops both a local and
global understanding of the fiber orientation behavior and compares thesis findings
to simulation predictions.
The work presented in this thesis significantly advances the understanding of
manufacturability considerations for utilizing thermally-enhanced polymer compos-
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1.1.1 Polymer Heat Exchangers
The utilization of polymers in heat exchangers is attractive due to their rel-
atively low cost and weight, lower fabrication energy and lifecycle energy usage
than equivalent metal heat exchangers [53], and corrosion and fouling resistance
[71]. DuPont developed the first polymer heat exchanger in 1965 using flexible
Teflon R⃝ tubing in a shell-and-tube configuration [59]. The introduction of new
thermally-enhanced polymer composites and manufacturing processes has led to re-
newed interest in polymer heat exchangers and emerging applications previously
supported only by heat exchangers made of exotic metallic alloys. Industrial appli-
cations which utilize seawater as a cooling medium for heat exchangers tradition-
ally require exotic alloys to survive the corrosive environment, leading to dramat-
ically increased costs and processing requirements. Polymer composites utilizing
thermally-enhanced fillers, such as pitch-based carbon fiber, have led to orders of
magnitude improvement in overall thermal conductivity, making them competitive
with corrosion-resistant metals such as titanium and copper-nickel alloys. [7]
This study is primarily interested in large, plate-type heat exchanger geome-
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tries and the majority of the findings will be useful for any application using similar
plate-type geometries. Two of the most promising advances in polymer heat ex-
changers are the use of injection molding for manufacturing and the application of
advanced thermally-enhanced polymer composites. An overview of these are shown
in the following sections and are described in more detail in the relevant technical
chapters.
1.1.2 Injection Molding
Injection molding is one of the most popular methods for manufacturing poly-
mer components and is used to produce a wide range of products with varying
shapes and sizes [10, 9, 32, 55, 58]. In this process, the polymer is heated over its
melting point and then injected into a mold cavity under high pressure. This melt
then solidifies, taking the shape of the cavity and forming the part. After the melt
has solidified, the mold opens, the part is ejected from the mold, the mold closes
and the process is repeated. After a mold has been manufactured, a high volume
of molded components can be produced quickly and inexpensively. The injection
molding machine used in the Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory (AML) at the
University of Maryland is shown in Figure 1.1.
The injection molding process consists of three stages, detailed in Figure 1.2.
First, the injection molding machine forces liquefied polymer into the mold cavity
at a constant flow rate, adjusting injection pressure and other parameters to achieve
this. When the maximum injection pressure is reached, known as the velocity /
2
Figure 1.1: Babyplast injection molding machine.
pressure switchover point (V/P), the polymer is forced into the mold cavity at a
constant pressure in order to protect machine equipment. Finally, after the part
has solidified and no more material can be forced into the mold, a constant packing
pressure is applied for a set time interval to alleviate shrinkage and other undesirable
behavior that can occur as the part cools.
Figure 1.2: Process profile for injection molding.
In general, there are three components that affect injection molding perfor-
mance: injection molding processing parameters, material properties, and mold
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design. Processing parameters primarily consist of the maximum injection pressure,
the injection flow rate, and the mold temperature. Material properties include the
melting temperature and viscosity of the polymer. Mold design factors include the
injection location, runner design, mold material, cooling channel design, and the
design of the component to be molded.
1.1.3 Polymer Composites
Using injection-moldable, filled polymer composites has gained popularity over
the last decade for enhancing the functionality of produced components [5, 6, 11,
12, 13, 23, 26, 27, 40, 39]. Using traditional polymer matrices, such as Nylon, fillers
ranging from clay particles to carbon fibers are introduced, leading to potentially
dramatic changes in the overall material properties of the composite.
Of particular interest to this project is the introduction of carbon fiber fillers
at high concentrations leading to significant improvement in the thermal conduc-
tivity of the resulting thermally-enhanced polymer composite [7]. These materials
have manufacturing challenges due to their high thermal conductivity and high filler
concentration. Increased thermal conductivity leads to the polymer melt losing heat
quickly during the injection molding process and potentially solidifying before the
mold has completely filled, known as a short shot. Additionally, the high filler
concentration increases the viscosity of the polymer material, making the injection
molding process more difficult due to parameters such as reaching the V/P too
quickly and potentially leading to a short shot. Additionally, the orientation of
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fibers embedded in polymer composites can lead to directionality or anisotropy in
the produced material properties and can therefore affect the overall component
performance. These manufacturing challenges must be fully understood to properly
design components for injection molding with thermally-enhanced polymer compos-
ites.
1.2 Motivation and Challenges
The high thermal conductivity of thermally-enhanced polymer composites and
the ability to be injection molded makes them extremely attractive for applications
such as polymer heat exchangers but present challenges for manufacturing which
must be addressed. Therefore, developing an understanding of the manufactura-
bility of thermally-enhanced polymer composites in heat exchanger applications is
of critical importance for successfully designing thermally-enhanced polymer heat
exchangers.
As injection molding has gained popularity over the past decades, a thorough
understanding of the process has been developed. This understanding includes a
wide set of design guidelines for properly designing components for injection molding
and process estimates for predicting the suitability of injection molding for seem-
ingly any geometry. Unfortunately, the advanced and unusual material properties
of thermally-enhanced composites restricts the use of this knowledge base and ne-
cessitates the use of intensive tools for predicting injection molding performance.
These tools are not suitable for applications which require rapid iterations and the
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evaluation of many designs, such as design exploration or optimization.
The complex behavior inherent in injection molding and the addition of ad-
vanced thermally-enhanced materials prevents the use of traditional physical mod-
eling techniques and therefore requires Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) meth-
ods such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to predict injection molding perfor-
mance. These methods require intricate finite element meshes and elaborate gov-
erning equations that make the process computationally-expensive and resource in-
tensive. Moldflow, the industry standard injection molding simulation tool, can take
up to 4 hours to mesh and simulate a candidate heat exchanger geometry.
The overarching goal of the polymer heat exchanger design project is to de-
velop an optimization framework for designing thermally-enhanced polymer heat
exchangers that takes into account thermal, structural, and manufacturing consid-
erations and finds the optimal heat exchanger design for the given design criteria.
Due to the nature of optimization applications, a multitude of heat exchanger de-
signs will be evaluated to determine the manufacturing feasibility and therefore the
manufacturability component of the framework must be sufficiently computationally
efficient.
In addition to determining the manufacturing feasibility of a candidate heat
exchanger geometry, understanding the fiber orientation behavior is an important as-
pect of developing an understanding of the manufacturability of thermally-enhanced
polymer heat exchangers. Due to the inherent geometry of the introduced fibers, the
thermal and structural improvements are primarily along the length of the fiber and
are relatively minimal in the transverse direction. This leads to an anisotropic mate-
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rial property distribution within manufactured components that is tied to the fiber
orientation behavior within the part. Manufacturing parameters and part design
play a key role in determining fiber orientation and therefore component perfor-
mance and it is therefore of utmost importance to understand how manufacturing
considerations affect fiber orientation.
Advanced fiber orientation models have been developed in conjunction with
the progress in developing fiber-filled polymer composites and have been integrated
into injection molding simulation tools such as Moldflow. Unfortunately, the effect
of thermally conductive fibers has not been sufficiently studied and is not taken into
account in the currently applied fiber orientation models. It is therefore important
to develop an understanding of the actual fiber orientation behavior of thermally-
enhanced composites in experimental samples and determine the applicability of the
current fiber orientation models and cases in which they may be insufficient.
1.3 Thesis Goals and Scope
The goals and scope of this thesis revolve around developing an understand-
ing of the manufacturability of thermally-enhanced polymer composites for polymer
heat exchanger applications with the intent of implementing the findings in a de-
sign optimization framework. This is divided into two primary goals: developing
a computationally-fast framework for predicting injection molding feasibility and
creating an experimental methodology for determining fiber orientation in polymer
heat exchanger sample geometries.
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Due to the computationally-expensive nature of injection molding simulation,
a model must be developed for predicting mold filling, an important measurement of
the feasibility of injection molding, for thermally-enhanced polymer heat exchang-
ers for use in design exploration or optimization applications. This model should
provide an accurate estimate of the mold filling for a candidate heat exchanger ge-
ometry, give useful response information for improving subsequent designs, and be
computationally fast, dramatically reducing prediction time compared to traditional
injection molding simulation. Additionally, this model should be flexible to changes
in the overall heat exchanger geometry in order to be applicable to alternative de-
signs.
In order to completely understand the fiber orientation behavior for a given
polymer heat exchanger design, an experimental methodology should be developed
for efficiently measuring fiber orientation in sample geometries. This methodol-
ogy will involve sectioning and polishing samples for imaging, collecting microscope
images of the area of interest, performing image processing to extract fiber informa-
tion from the collected images, and applying fiber orientation calculation techniques
to determine the fiber orientation information for the sample section. This infor-
mation will be compared to simulation predictions to analyze the effectiveness of
currently implemented fiber orientation models and outline cases where such models
may be unsuitable. The developed model should be flexible to a range of potential
heat exchanger geometries, should be applicable over large test regions to develop a
more global understanding of the fiber orientation behavior in a test sample, should
provide control over the quality of the collected fiber orientation information, and
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should provide both a quantitative and qualitative insight into the fiber orientation
within the sample and how it compares to simulation predictions.
1.4 Organization
Chapter 2 presents the development of a computationally-fast, accurate fea-
sibility boundary for predicting the mold filling performance of plate-fin polymer
heat exchanger design. In developing this model, a new approach, entitled feasibil-
ity boundary search, is presented which uses advanced Design of Experiments and
adaptive control techniques to create a highly accurate feasibility boundary over a
wide design range while using minimal computationally-expensive simulations. The
feasibility boundary is useful for both determining the manufacturing feasibility of a
candidate plate-fin heat exchanger design as well as predicting the minimum achiev-
able plate thickness for optimizing the heat transfer properties of the developed heat
exchanger.
Chapter 3 presents a model simplification framework for predicting mold
filling in general plate-protrusion designs. This approach allows greater flexibility in
the general heat exchanger design and is useful for evaluating the manufacturability
of new heat exchanger design concepts. The model simplification framework is used
to calculate an equivalent flat plate representation of the finned plate geometry and
then applying a simple flat plate mold filling metamodel to predict mold filling.
Chapter 4 presents a fiber orientation measurement methodology for col-
lecting experimental samples, performing microscope imaging and extracting fiber
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orientation information for comparison with simulation predictions and for under-
standing when predictions may not be suitable and measured behavior should be
utilized instead. The developed method aimed to satisfy the following goals: use
low magnification imaging to collect fiber orientation images, utilize a single section
when preparing samples, employ the goal material for experimental samples, con-
trol the fiber orientation measurement region, and use standardized tools for image
processing and fiber orientation calculation techniques. In fulfilling these goals, the
developed fiber orientation measurement methodology is useful in a wide variety




Explicit Construction of Moldability-based Feasibility Boundary
2.1 Introduction
Injection molding is one of the most widely used manufacturing methods for
polymer components and its rapid cycle times and ability to create complex geome-
tries makes it an attractive solution for many applications. The complex physical
behavior of injection molding has led to the use of methods such as finite element
analysis and other computer-aided engineering (CAE) techniques in order to analyze
mold filling [56], an essential feasibility consideration when evaluating a potential
component design. Additionally, since in many design situations it is highly likely
that the optimal solution will be found at the boundary defining feasibility and
therefore it is useful to know both the feasibility of a proposed design and the
feasibility boundary. Incorporating manufacturing feasibility is a very important
consideration during the design and optimization processes and the complex nonlin-
ear physics that govern many manufacturing processes require computer simulation
to determine manufacturing feasibility. While such simulation has proven invalu-
able to the field of injection molding and other manufacturing applications, it is
computationally expensive and therefore not suitable for design exploration and
optimization situations.
As computer analysis techniques have become more complicated, it has become
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useful to devise approximations of the underlying model, a ’model of the model’ or
metamodel, to improve the efficiency of performing advanced analyses [43]. The
application of metamodeling techniques, which predict response values based on
a set of design experiments [75], has been successful in applications ranging from
the optimization of the air flow rate in aircraft jet engines, in which [33] described
experiments requiring a day to two weeks to complete, to crash simulation, which
Ford Motor Company reports takes 36-160 hours per simulation [57]. Metamodeling
is an integral component in these and other computationally-expensive applications
and this study proposes a method of developing a metamodel for predicting the
moldability of polymer heat exchangers.
2.2 Background
One of the primary concerns when designing products for injection molding
is moldability, whether the use of injection molding is feasible for a given design,
primarily from the point of view of mold filling. Moldability is especially important
for potential polymer heat exchanger applications which have very large components
and relatively expensive materials for which a failure to fill could have dramatic cost
effects. Additionally, the unusual properties of the thermally-enhanced polymers
utilized, including high viscosity and thermal conductivity, combined with the large
scale and thin wall thickness of the investigated heat exchanger designs introduce
further complexity into the mold filling process. Finally, since conductive heat
transfer increases as thickness decreases [37], the optimal heat exchanger design
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often occurs at the minimum thickness that is feasible for mold filling and therefore
it is very useful for the designer to know the location of the feasibility boundary.
Based on the requirements described above, there are two primary design
criteria that should be considered when analyzing the moldability of a polymer heat
exchanger and in general applications where constrained optimization is utilized:
1. Is the design feasible?
2. Where is the feasibility boundary located, explicitly?
As discussed previously, CAE techniques such as finite element analysis are
commonly applied to analyze mold filling in injection molding [56], but they are
computationally expensive and consequently the development of a method for pre-
dicting moldability is beneficial for applications which require numerous simulations,
such as optimization.
2.3 Related Work
2.3.1 Application of Metamodeling Techniques
The development of a computationally-fast metamodel is an apt approach
for approximating moldability, although the goal of both predicting feasibility and
accurately estimating the feasibility boundary may be challenging. Traditional sta-
tistical metamodeling involves collecting a range of experiments across the design
space and then applying a model to the discovered response values to approximate
the response space.
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Traditionally, standard Design of Experiments (DoE) methods have been ap-
plied to ensure that the developed model is useful across the entire design space.
Methods include fractional or factorial DoE, Central Composite Designs, or space
filling methods such as Latin Hypercube sampling. [67] argues that the consensus
of the metamodeling community is that space filling methods should be used for
deterministic, non-random computer simulations. While these techniques are useful
for creating a representative model across the space, they may not collect enough lo-
cal information for constructing an accurate estimation of the feasibility boundary.
It is therefore advisable to have a more directed approach to performing simula-
tions in order to ensure that adequate local information is collected for accurately
determining the feasibility boundary.
There are many possible models that can be applied to the collected experi-
ments. Fitting a response surface is the traditional choice but more advanced math-
ematical models such as non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBs) and Kriging have
successfully been applied to metamodeling applications [75, 44, 72]. While fulfill-
ing the design criteria of giving both the design feasibility and feasibility boundary,
statistical metamodeling assumes that a regular function can be fit to the highly
complex mold filling behavior for polymer heat exchangers, for which it may not be
feasible to do so. Advanced methods of sequential or adaptive sampling have been
shown to improve the accuracy of statistical metamodeling [75, 60, 73], but they
still rely on the application of regular functions and therefore may not be suitable
for application to mold filling of polymer heat exchangers.
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2.3.2 Classification Methods
Since the primary goal of this study is determining mold filling feasibility of a
candidate design, classification techniques from the field of machine learning are a
potential alternative to traditional metamodeling. Possible methods include Neural
networks, Bayesian networks, decision trees, or Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
[54, 14, 17]. These methods use complex learning techniques to devise a model for
classifying a set of training data and advances in adaptive sampling have improved
the usefulness of this training data and the accuracy of the developed model [22, 76].
While these methods provide a reasonable prediction of the feasibility of a candidate
design, it provides only an implicit approximation of the feasibility boundary and
therefore the precise location of the feasibility boundary is unknown, as represented
in Fig. 2.1. Additionally, if the feasibility boundary is complex, the performance of
classification techniques may degrade as designs approach the feasibility boundary.
Therefore, while traditional classification techniques such as SVM could be applied
to predict mold filling feasibility, they do not satisfy the design criterion of providing
an explicit location of the feasibility boundary.
2.4 Problem Definition
This paper presents a new approach for explicitly constructing a moldability-
based feasibility boundary for polymer heat exchangers. The proposed method takes
inspiration from intelligent Design of Experiments literature and incorporates ideas
from the active learning area to minimize the number of computational experiments
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between classification methods and proposed
method, noting implicitly vs explicitly discovered feasibility boundary
and adaptive Design of Experiments.
needed to construct the feasibility boundary. This study utilizes an approach con-
sisting of the following components:
∙ Rather than traditional sampling techniques, a method of adaptive DoE and
sequential sampling is utilized to identify the feasibility boundary across the
entire design space, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
∙ A design space of n variables is constructed with a grid of n− 1 dimensions and
a remaining search variable. At each grid position, the corresponding point on
the transition region is found using adaptive search with the search variable.
∙ To reduce the number of computationally-expensive simulations required to de-
velop the transition region, a method of feasibility boundary search is applied
that uses previously found transition locations and the applied search pattern
to predict the next transition locations and refine the search algorithm. These
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methods are used to efficiently sample the design space to find transition loca-
tions across the entire space.
∙ Using the discovered transition region, a metamodel is applied to predict the
transition location for a candidate design. This is used to determine feasibility
and is a prediction of the location of the feasibility boundary.
This methodology is well-suited for predicting mold filling of polymer heat
exchangers in design exploration or optimization frameworks and is demonstrated
with a plate-fin polymer heat exchanger design, detailed in Section 2.5.3.
2.5 Approach
This study approaches the goal of developing a metamodel for mold filling
of polymer heat exchangers by first developing a general method of adaptive DoE
for multidimensional classification problems and then applying this method to the
issue of mold filling for polymer heat exchangers. An algorithm for constructing an
adaptive set of experiments to identify transition locations across the design space
from which the transition region can be estimated, entitled the feasibility bound-
ary search (Section 2.5.1) and transition point search algorithms (Section 2.5.2), is
presented in the following sections and detailed in Fig. 2.2.
2.5.1 Feasibility Boundary Search Algorithm
Step 1: Initialization. The first step of the feasibility boundary search algo-
rithm is initialization, a primary component of which is spatial partitioning: defining
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Figure 2.2: Flow diagram for the Feasibility Boundary Search Algorithm
for predicting the location of the transition boundary for a candidate
design.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of Feasibility Boundary Search Algorithm.
a transition response value for which the design space will be divided into feasible
and infeasible subspaces. A transition region is then defined as the boundary be-
tween the two subspaces and is the region of interest for this algorithm. While this
approach is shared with classification methods, this algorithm uses the defined tran-
sition response value to explicitly locate the transition region across the design space,
as represented in Fig. 2.3. As the transition region is identified the partitioning be-
tween the feasible and unfeasible subspaces becomes more defined. Additionally,
initial values for various search parameters are defined for use in subsequent parts
of the algorithm.
Step 2: Construct Design Space for Design of Experiments. With the
transition response value defined, the next component of the feasibility boundary
search algorithm is constructing the design space in preparation for creating an
adaptive DoE to identify the transition region. For an experiment with n input
variables, the design space is separated into a uniform grid of n − 1 dimensions
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using traditional factorial DoE techniques, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The remaining
input variable is treated as the varying or search dimension and is used to find the
transition point at each grid location across the design space. The design problem
should be formulated such that the response value has a monotonic relationship with
respect to the varying design dimension. This ensures a single transition location at
each grid position, a requirement for the method presented in this study, and reduces
the complexity of the transition point search method, presented in Section 2.5.2.
Step 3: Find Seed Transition Point for Feasibility Boundary Search.
With the design space defined, the location of the transition region is determined at
an initial position in the design space, creating a seed transition point, as demon-
strated in Fig. 2.3. At the first grid location, a full transition point search, described
in Section 2.5.2, is completed with no prior knowledge of the response behavior and
using arbitrary values for the necessary search parameters. This seed point and
knowledge gained from performing the search is used by the feasibility boundary
search component of the algorithm to improve the search efficiency for following
locations in the design space.
Step 4: Feasibility Boundary Search. The primary component of the
algorithm, a method of adaptive search termed feasibility boundary search, is used
to improve the efficiency of the transition location search process at each grid loca-
tion and therefore further reduce the number of computationally-expensive function
evaluations required to define the transition region over the entire design space. By
using previously found transition points and the search process used to find them,
the feasibility boundary search method predicts the transition location at succes-
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sive design positions and tunes the transition point search method utilized. In this
way, information from the discovered transition region progresses as a frontier to
the next grid locations and as the transition region is developed the searching pro-
cess becomes more efficient. There are two primary components of the feasibility
boundary search method: prediction of transition locations and adaptive control of
the transition point search method.
Step 4.1: Predict Transition Location. From the seed point, the tran-
sition locations at the next grid points are predicted using constant extrapolation,
as shown in Fig. 2.3. The next frontier of grid locations is predicted using linear
extrapolation and the following locations are found using quadratic extrapolation.
For this study, the maximum number of historical transition points used in the
quadratic extrapolation method was set at three in order to reduce the distortion
effects of the nonlinear mold filling behavior. As the predicted transition location
approaches the actual transition location the search process becomes more efficient
and fewer computationally-expensive simulations are required to find the transition
location.
Step 4.2: Adaptive Control. The transition point search process utilizes
certain control parameters that affect the rate of convergence for the search pro-
cess, detailed in Section 2.5.2. As each search process is completed, it is possible
to determine the value of the control parameters that would have led to immedi-
ate convergence, noted as kp,ideal in Section 2.5.2. The feasibility boundary search
component of the algorithm uses these ideal values to improve the search efficiency
of the following locations and in this way improve the overall convergence rate for
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identifying the transition region.
Step 5: Transition Prediction of a Candidate Design. With the feasi-
bility boundary well defined from the adaptive DoE, post-processing and querying
methods can be applied to estimate the feasibility of candidate designs. Possible
post-processing methods include regression analysis, fitting a metamodel to the tran-
sition region, or applying SVM techniques to classify the feasibility subspaces. For
a candidate design, the dimensions corresponding to the grid constructed in Step
2 are used with interpolation or other querying techniques to estimate the value of
the varying dimension where the transition point occurs. This value is the explicit
location of the feasibility boundary for the candidate design and is used to determine
feasibility.
2.5.2 Transition Point Search Algorithm
Figure 2.4: Transition Point Search Algorithm.
At each grid location, the goal is to find the transition location using minimal
computationally-expensive function evaluations. For this study a method combining
proportional control and interpolation methods, illustrated in Fig. 2.4, is utilized to
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perform the search quickly and efficiently.
An initial guess is provided for each point, noted as zinitial, based on infor-
mation from previous transition locations, as described in the feasibility boundary
search algorithm. The initial guess is evaluated to find the corresponding response
value, noted as finitial or fprev, and the error relative to the transition value, fgoal,
and response function range, frange, is calculated. Proportional control is applied to
the calculated error to determine the next evaluation location, znext, using Eqn. 2.1,
with a proportional control constant of kp. Next, with two known response values,
linear interpolation is applied to determine the third evaluation location. Quadratic
interpolation is then repeatedly applied until the convergence criterion is met. With
the search complete, Eqn. 2.2 is applied to find the ideal proportional control con-
stant, kp,ideal, that would have led to immediate convergence to the found transition
location, ztransition, for use in the feasibility boundary search algorithm.













For this method, the convergence criterion is defined as the transition value
within a certain threshold or a minimum search resolution. The transition threshold
is defined as the acceptable error in the calculated transition values and the minimum
search resolution is used to ensure convergence and maintain design constraints on
dimensional values.
Search constraints include design boundaries, which must be considered due
to physical and design limits placed on the varying dimension. If the search extends
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beyond the design boundaries, the transition location is assumed to be out of bounds
due to the monotonic nature of the response function. Since the actual transition
location is not known, the transition location is marked at the bound in these
instances.
2.5.3 Problem Formulation Details
Figure 2.5: Plate fin design.
Design Formulation. A plate-fin heat exchanger design, the cross-section
of which is detailed in Fig. 2.5, was chosen for the heat exchanger assembly due
to its simple geometry and ability to be stacked in modules. There are five design
variables for this configuration: Base length, L; base thickness, H; fin width, W ; fin
height, F ; and fin spacing, S. Based on exploratory experiments, the design space
for the plate-fin heat exchanger is presented in Tab. 2.1a.
The values for base thickness and fin width were chosen based on injection
molding minimum and maximum thickness guidelines. The fin spacing was defined
to ensure an adequate number of fins in the heat exchanger and the fin height was
fixed at 10mm based on its limited effect on heat transfer performance observed
in exploratory experiments. The minimum base length was set to ensure at least
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Table 2.1: Problem formulation details.
(a) Design Dimensions
Design Variables Min Max Grid Spacing
Base Length L, mm 200 800 100
Base Thickness H, mm 1 5 Varying
Fin Width W , mm 1 5 1
Fin Height F , mm 10 10 Fixed
Fin Spacing S, mm 3 15 3










PA 12 10 110
approximately 1kW of heat transfer performance based on exploratory experiments
and the maximum was set based on injection molding machine constraints.
Material Selection. The material selected for this application is PolyOne
NJ-6000 TC Black, a commercially-available carbon-fiber filled Nylon 12. This
material was chosen due to its balance of thermal and structural properties, its use-
fulness for injection molding applications, and the availability of a comprehensive
set of material properties provided by the manufacturer for use in mold filling sim-
ulation. A selection of material properties for this polymer composite is shown in
Tab. 2.1b.
Simulation Methodology. Moldflow R⃝, the industry-leading finite element
analysis tool for injection molding, was utilized to perform the mold filling simulation
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for this study. Design selections include locating the injection gate in the center of
the base plate, using steel mold construction, and utilizing a constant mesh density
for all designs. Injection molding machine parameters were chosen using the default
selection criteria provided with Moldflow R⃝ to correspond with industry standards
based on overall part size and characteristics. These selections were chosen in such
a manner that they reflect standard industry methods and ensure consistent results
across the design space.
Feasibility Boundary Search Parameters. For this application, the tran-
sition response value is set to 90±1 percent mold filling for which the design space
will be separated into filled and unfilled subspaces. This value was selected based
on the assumption that in cases within 10% of fully filled, adjustment of machine
parameters, such as melt temperature and injection pressure, and mold design can
be utilized to achieve a fully filled part. The response variable threshold is set to
±1 percent filled to ensure that found transition locations are sufficiently close to
the transition region.
Table 2.1a also gives the grid properties selected for this analysis and indi-
cates how the design space was divided according to the second step of the feasibil-
ity boundary search algorithm. It is recalled that a requirement of the transition
point search process is that the varying dimension and response value should have
a monotonic relationship. Base thickness was chosen as the varying dimension in
this application due to the perceived relationship that mold filling monotonically
increases as base thickness increases. This assumption is a result of the phenomeno-
logical relationship that as base thickness increases the flow resistance in the mold
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decreases and the rate of cooling of the flow front decreases as well. These proper-
ties increase the flow length of the polymer melt and therefore mold filling increases
monotonically with increasing base thickness.
The minimum search resolution is set to 0.002mm for this study in order to
ensure sufficient search iterations while not greatly exceeding the limit of typical
machining capabilities. Finally, for this study a method of multi-linear interpola-
tion was utilized to predict the transition point of candidate designs based on the
discovered transition region.
Selective Search Behaviors. Several exploratory searches were performed
to verify the performance of the developed transition point search strategy, outlined
in Section 2.5.2. Results from these searches indicate that for this application certain
selective search behaviors need to be introduced to ensure search convergence.
Points 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.6a and points 1, 2, and 4 in Fig. 2.6b indicate the
piecewise nature of mold filling, with a continuous percent filled value for incom-
pletely filled designs and a constant 100% filled value for completely filled designs.
This poses difficulties in the employed search method due to undefined results for
the interpolation methods when only completely filled values have been discovered.
This is remedied with the introduction of selective search behaviors that check the
lower design boundary when only 100% filled values have been found and which
neglect 100% filled points in interpolation methods. Additionally, when only one
point has been found below the transition region and only 100% filled values above
the transition region, a method of biasing towards the lower value was used since
only values below 100% filled are useful for approaching the transition value.
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(a) Exploratory Transition Point Search Demonstrating
Boundary Termination and Piecewise Mold Filling
(b) Exploratory Transition Point Search with Limited Response Resolution
and Piecewise Mold Filling
Figure 2.6: Selective search behaviors.
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Figure 2.6a demonstrates search terminating at a design boundary. Due to
the assumed monotonic relationship between the response function and the varying
dimension, if the search process reaches a design boundary and the transition point
has not been found then the transition point is located beyond the design boundary.
The exact transition location cannot be found due to design limitations and while
the transition point could be estimated from known response values, for this study
the transition point is set at the design bound. Additionally, Fig. 2.6b demonstrates
the limited response resolution of the chosen simulation tool, with small changes
in the varying dimension having minimal if no effect on the response value. This
phenomenon is resolved with the use of the localized binary search and the minimum
search resolution, which serves as a cutoff for the search process beyond which the
response function does not respond.
2.6 Results and Discussion
The feasibility boundary and transition point search algorithms detailed in
the approach section were applied for the given problem formulation in order to
identify the transition region and determine the feasibility of candidate designs and
the location of the feasibility boundary for finned plate polymer heat exchangers.
A set of randomly selected test designs is then used to estimate the accuracy and
usefulness of the developed model.
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2.6.1 Transition Region Identification
Over the total design space of 175 grid locations, 803 function evaluations were
required to define the transition region with the desired accuracy, with an average
of 4.59 search iterations for each transition point, as shown in Table 2.2. The design
boundary was reached for 31 grid locations and the transition point search converged
due to reaching the minimum search resolution at 47 grid locations, indicating that
the sensitivity of the mold filling simulation as a function of base thickness was
dominating for some designs.
For comparison, exhaustive search was investigated to evaluate the search
efficiency of the developed method. This method represents the more traditional
approach to searching across a design space and could be used as an alternative to
the developed method to find the transition location across the constructed design
space.
Exhaustive search is assumed to use no adaptive sampling techniques and
instead the varying dimension is uniformly divided across the design range. In order
to achieve the same level of precision as the developed method, the minimum search
resolution of 0.002mm should be used to divide the design space from 1 to 5mm,
as defined in Tab. 2.1a. This creates 2,000 design levels for the varying dimension,
which, when using the same grid of 175 positions for the remaining variables that was
used in the developed method, leads to a total of 350,000 function evaluations for
exhaustive search at the same precision as the developed method. Even if the spacing
of the varying dimension is relaxed to ten times the minimum search resolution,
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0.02mm, the total number of function evaluations required to (imprecisely) define
the transition region is 35,000. Therefore, as detailed in Table 2.2, the developed
method decreased the number of simulations required by nearly a factor of 436 when
compared to the precise exhaustive search method, demonstrating the efficiency of
the boundary search and transition point search algorithms in quickly and accurately
identifying the transition region across the design space.










Exhaustive Search 2,000 350,000 435.87
Developed Method 4.59 803
2.6.2 Assessment of Prediction Performance
Due to the unknown nature of the response space, there are no methods to
quantitatively measure the accuracy of the developed model. Instead, a significant
set of varying test designs is used to develop a qualitative understanding of the
developed model. For this study, 50 randomly selected heat exchanger designs were
applied to get an understanding of the accuracy of the approach. These designs
were selected using randomly chosen values within the design boundaries specified
in Tab. 2.1a.
Of these 50 designs, the developed method successfully classified 100% of them.
Of these designs, eight were found to be within 10% of the feasibility boundary,
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indicating that they were the most difficult to classify and demonstrating the ro-
bustness of the developed approach. With the transition points discovered with
the application of the developed method, multi-linear interpolation was applied in
MATLAB R⃝ to determine the transition location for each design and therefore iden-
tify the feasibility boundary and classify the feasibility of the design. It was found
that application of the developed method consumed 0.0469s of computation time
to predict the transition location for all 50 test designs. The average Moldflow R⃝
simulation time required for each design was found to be approximately 35 minutes
on a machine with a 2.83GHz Intel R⃝ Core
TM
2 Quad Processor and 8GB of RAM.
Consequently, completing the simulations for the 50 test designs took nearly 30
hours of computing time. Therefore, the utilization of the developed method led
to a dramatic reduction by a factor of approximately 2.24 million in computation
time for predicting the feasibility and explicitly locating the feasibility boundary of
candidate designs.
In addition to the 50 completely random tests used to test the overall prediction
performance, a set of stress tests were designed using semi-random heat exchanger
designs to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed model in the most extreme
cases. In this application, the most difficult cases to classify are those that are very
close to the feasibility boundary and the stress tests were designed to specifically
analyze the metamodel performance in this region. For the 50 stress test cases, all
of the design criteria except for the base thickness were randomly selected. The
feasibility boundary model was then used to calculate the base thickness where the
feasibility boundary is located for each stress test case. Then the base thickness of
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each stress test case was set at a randomly chosen value within the interval of ±10%
of the corresponding predicted feasibility boundary base thickness. The stress test
cases are therefore only semi-random and are located very close to the feasibility
boundary, representing the situation that is most difficult for the developed model
to predict. Of the 50 stress test cases, the developed model correctly predicted 48
of them for a success rate of 96%.
While the stress test cases were designed to be the most difficult to classify and
therefore some failures are to be expected, each failed stress test case, detailed in
Table 2.3, was investigated further to analyze the underlying reasons the developed
model may have failed. For Case 1, the actual mold filling of 91.48% is sufficiently
near to the feasibility boundary design bound of 91% mold filling that it likely does
not represent error in the identified feasibility boundary but instead potentially
represents error that may have been introduced in the employed multi-linear inter-
polation prediction method. Case 2 is likely to have similarly failed due to the use of
the rudimentary multi-linear interpolation prediction approach. Therefore, the un-
derlying causes for both failed stress test cases is most likely not the accuracy of the
collected feasibility boundary points but instead the employed prediction method
that uses these collected points to estimate the location of the feasibility boundary
for a candidate design and could be remedied with the use of a more advanced pre-
diction method. The developed stress test represents the most difficult cases for the
model classify and such a high overall success rate demonstrates the high accuracy
and effectiveness of the developed feasibility boundary model and the utility of the
feasibility boundary search approach for developing it.
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Table 2.3: Failed Stress Test Cases (Units are mm).






1 365 2.2 13.0 1.2 91.48% 1.2465 False
2 528 1.0 9.0 1.8 86.51% 1.7738 True
2.7 Summary
The complex phenomena inherent in injection molding requires CAE simula-
tion methods for predicting moldability but these methods are too intensive for use
in applications where numerous trials are required, such as optimization or design
exploration. Additionally, the requirement for minimal wall thickness in polymer
heat exchangers necessitates an accurate estimate of the transition from a feasible
to an infeasible design. The methods outlined in this study successfully identified
the feasibility boundary, fulfilling the design goals and accurately predicting the
moldability of finned plate polymer heat exchangers.
This study presents an adaptive DoE methodology that uses an adaptive sam-
pling algorithm to explicitly locate the feasibility boundary between the feasible and
infeasible subspaces of the design space. The application of traditional statistical
metamodeling techniques in which a regular function is fit to a set of experiments
was found to be unsuitable due to the complex nonlinear behavior inherent in in-
jection molding. Classification techniques from the field of machine learning were
considered but they offer only an implicit prediction of the feasibility boundary and
therefore did not fulfill the design requirement of explicitly locating the boundary
for use in optimization applications.
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While the method utilized in this study was shown to be successful for a num-
ber of candidate designs, there are potential limitations and improvements that can
be implemented. The use of a uniform grid when constructing the design space
can introduce significant error into the constructed metamodel if the spacing is too
coarse or important relationships between the design and response spaces are misun-
derstood. This can potentially be improved with the use of adaptive grid spacing or
the introduction of multiple varying dimensions when constructing the design space.
The feasibility boundary search process is important for reducing the required num-
ber of simulations to construct the transition region and the use of more advanced
prediction techniques within the process, such as the application of machine learning
methods, could lead to further improving the search efficiency. Finally, complexities
inherent in the mold filling simulation, including the piecewise nature of mold filling
and the limited response resolution to small changes in input parameters, introduced
complications in the search process. The use of more advanced control schemes or
search methods could improve the transition point search method and reduce the
number of search evaluations needed to find transition points.
The utilized method employed adaptive search to locate points on the transi-
tion region while using minimal computationally-expensive simulations and as the
transition region was discovered, a feasibility boundary search algorithm was used to
improve search efficiency by predicting transition values and tuning search param-
eters based on previously found transition region information. The applied method
was found to significantly reduce the number of required search iterations compared
to an exhaustive search method and reduced the amount of computation time to pre-
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dict the feasibility of 50 test designs from nearly 30 hours for Moldflow R⃝ simulation
to less than 0.05 seconds for the applied method. The proposed method is therefore
well-suited for applications such as design exploration and optimization and was




Feature Removal for Efficient Assessment of Mold-Filling Feasibility
of Finned-Plate Geometries
3.1 Introduction
While metamodeling techniques are incredibly powerful for quickly predicting
certain phenomena, they may not be flexible enough to be applied for changing de-
sign criteria. As the potential heat exchanger geometry becomes more complex and
design changes are introduced, a mold filling metamodel may not be suitable since
it is developed based on a particular design. In these instances, another approach
for predicting filling behavior may be necessary.
This chapter presents a model simplification approach for predicting mold
filling of finned-plate heat exchanger geometries through the use of a reduced com-
plexity model that will potentially decrease simulation time while maintaining pre-
diction accuracy. The developed approach uses an equivalent flat plate to represent
the finned geometry and a metamodel for flat plate mold filling to remove the re-
quirement for simulation of finned geometries and therefore significantly reduces the
computation time required to predict mold filling. This approach is then evaluated




Model simplification is a technique of altering the original computer-aided
design (CAD) model for simulation such that complexity, and therefore simula-
tion time, is decreased while introducing minimal error in simulation predictions
compared to actual behavior. Examples of model simplification approaches include
identifying and removing non-critical design details, replacing complex features with
simplified geometry, or altering mesh characteristics to simplify represented geome-
try. Additionally, the complex design may be reduced to a simple design for which
a metamodel exists, thus removing the need for simulation and further reducing the
computation time needed for simulation predictions. Model simplification is useful
for many Finite Element Analysis (FEA) applications, especially those in which com-
plex behaviors necessitate computationally-expensive simulation and where reducing
simulation time could improve the utility of applications such as design exploration
or optimization.
3.3 Related Work
Based on the classification proposed by [70], the model simplification process
can be divided into the following four types of operators: surface entity based,
volume entity based, explicit feature based, and dimension reduction based. These
types are explained in detail below and selecting a model simplification technique is
based on a number of factors unique to each application, including model geometry,
analysis method, system conditions, and other considerations.
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In surface entity based model simplification, the surface features of the geom-
etry guide the model simplification approach. There are three primary techniques
based on surface entities: Low pass filtering, Face cluster simplification, and Size
based entity decimation. Low pass filtering is limited to 2D geometry and removes
details based on a frequency representation of the original geometry, with it stated
that high frequency terms represent detailed features [51]. In face cluster simplifica-
tion, the faces of adjacent mesh elements are clustered and, based on defined metrics,
are collapsed to form a merged face [65, 66, 38]. This approach preserves the geom-
etry of the original model and serves to reduce the amount of elements needed to
define the overall geometry. Finally, in size based entity decimation the geometry
is expressed as an explicit volumetric representation in terms of cells. The size of
these cells and the edges contained within them are ranked by size, which is used to
remove detailed features that fall below a defined size threshold [45, 46, 47, 31]. This
approach is useful due its generalized implementation and control over parameters
such as the introduced geometrical error.
For volume entity based model simplification, Voxel based simplification and
effective volume simplification are the the two most predominant methods. Voxel
based simplification is useful for simplifying features such as holes and small pro-
trusions based on part geometry that falls predominantly within or outside of the
core geometry [3, 34]. Effective volume simplification is useful for creating multi-
resolution models for varying analysis requirements that can remove features based
on varying levels of detail [48, 49, 50].
Explicit feature based model simplification techniques define a class of explicit
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features, often defined by the particular application, such as manufacturing or FEA,
evaluate the model, and evaluate defined metrics based on which simplification de-
cisions are made. There are three primary forms for this approach to simplification:
Prismatic feature, Blend feature, and Arbitrary shaped features. Prismatic feature
simplification is utilized to identify and remove features such as blind holes, through
holes, bosses from the original geometry [19, 18]. Blend feature simplification is
primarily aimed at removing fillet and round features from the original geometry
and is often used to prepare models for further feature-based model simplification
techniques [78, 69]. Finally, arbitrary shaped features simplification is useful for
identifying and removing feature faces that correspond with a defined feature, typ-
ically protrusion or depression feature types, and patching the hole that is created
[74, 41]. This is the most general form of explicit feature based simplification and
is especially useful when a rule-based approach is applied to remove a large variety
of features based on inherent geometrical properties.
Dimension reduction based simplification has the potential of dramatically
reducing the computational intensity of performing analyses such as FEA by re-
ducing CAD models to 2D or, potentially, 1D models and subsequently reducing
geometrical complexity. Medial axis transform, one of the most well established
approaches to dimensional reduction, is performed using the following three steps:
Delaunay triangulation of the object is performed, circum-circles for each triangle
are determined, and a curve is fitted to the circum-centers, forming the medial axis,
an example of which is shown in Figure 3.1 [4, 24, 68, 30]. The original physical
and system properties are then transformed and applied to the reduced-dimension
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medial axis. This approach is useful for potentially reducing geometrical complex-
ity while retaining the general properties of the original geometry but has limited
applicability based on geometric and application considerations.
Figure 3.1: Example medial axis transform of shape whose boundary is
the outer closed curve. [4]
3.4 Problem Definition
This study is interested in the use of model simplification techniques to de-
crease the simulation time for predicting the mold filling behavior of plate-type
polymer heat exchanger geometries and, in general, finned-plate geometries. This
approach will approximate the filling behavior of a given finned-plate geometry by
determining an equivalent simplified geometry, in this case a flat plate represen-
tation, and performing the mold filling simulation for the simplified geometry. To
further reduce the computational intensity of the mold filling prediction process,
the use of a flat plate mold filling metamodel will be investigated. This technique
will be demonstrated for a representative finned-plate geometry and then applied to
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generalized finned-plate test cases to determine the suitability of this approach.
3.5 Approach
3.5.1 General Flat Plate Mold Filling Metamodel
The model simplification approach employed in this study uses a flat plate
model to represent the simplified geometry that can dramatically reduce the com-
plexity of finned-plate designs. The need for simulation can be removed entirely if a
metamodel for mold filling in flat plate geometries can be created, further reducing
the computation time required to predict mold filling of finned-plate geometries.
In order to be flexible to a variety of geometries and processing conditions,
an overarching metamodel for flat plate mold filling was developed to demonstrate
the potential usefulness of this approach. This metamodel considered plate dimen-
sions and processing conditions as independent variables and the chosen values are
detailed in Table 3.1. Constants include setting the mold temperature based on
recommended setting for the selected material, utilizing a center injection gate, and
simulation variables such as mesh density. This metamodel was constructed using a
traditional factorial Design of Experiments technique and a model was fitted using
regression techniques to predict the filled radius, r, from the center gate as a mea-
sure of mold filling. Additionally, three materials (detailed in Table 3.2) were chosen
to identify common trends between them and ensure the developed metamodel had
a form that corresponded with observed physical behavior.
Using the design cases studied, each variable was examined while keeping the
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Table 3.1: Design variables for general flat plate mold filling metamodel.
Parameter Value Spacing Units Variable
Plate Thickness 1-10 1 mm H
Injection Pressure 150-180 10 MPa P
Injection Flow Rate 4500-5000 100 cm3/s Q
Melt Temperature (PolyOne) 250-277 10 ∘C T
Melt Temperature (ABS / PP) 200-230 10 ∘C
Table 3.2: Materials studied for general plate filling metamodel.
Material Name Matrix Material Filler Material
PolyOne NJ-6000 TC Black Nylon 12 Carbon Fiber
ABS Generic Estimate ABS None
PP Generic Estimate Polypropylene None
other variables constant to understand the relationship between each variable and
the filled radius. The results are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 with the fixed variables
noted and the results given for each material. Based on the measured trends, the




r ∝ H1/2 (3.1)
Based on the determined physical relationships between the input variables
and the filled radius, the general flat plate filling metamodel was defined in the form
expressed in Equation 3.2 with the potential of expanding it to other materials with
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(a) Flat plate mold filling metamodel trend, temperature.
(b) Flat plate mold filling metamodel trend, flow rate.
Figure 3.2: Flat plate mold filling metamodel trends.
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(a) Flat plate mold filling metamodel trend, pressure.
(b) Flat plate mold filling metamodel trend, thickness.
Figure 3.3: Flat plate mold filling metamodel trends, continued.
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the addition of viscosity term. For this application, the metamodel was developed
for only the goal material, PolyOne NJ-6000 TC Black, using the form shown in
Equation 3.2. A regression analysis was used to find the metamodel that best fit
the 120 training datapoints and the developed metamodel shown in Equation 3.3.
r = kTQPHc (3.2)
r(T,Q, P,H) = 6.0819× 10−7TQPH1.0655 (3.3)
While this model was shown to have reasonable accuracy, with an average error
of 0.27%, it had high levels of deviation, especially in regions with relatively small
base thicknesses. In order to reduce the overall error of the model and reduce the
variance, the model was split based on base thickness. This isolates any unaccounted
for behavior at varying base thicknesses but could lead to additional complexity if
the model becomes too fragmented. Based on an exploratory study, splitting the
metamodel into three components successfully reduced overall error from 0.27% to
0.05% and significantly reduced the error variance, as shown in Table 3.3. The final
form of the general flat plate mold filling metamodel is shown in Equation 3.4.
r(T,Q, P,H) =
⎧⎨⎩
5.3493× 10−7TQPH1.3358 H ≤ 2
6.9813× 10−7TQPH1.0156 2 < H ≤ 5
8.8125× 10−7TQPH0.8723 H > 5
(3.4)
Finally, a set of test points were used to test the accuracy of the developed gen-
eral flat plate mold filling metamodel. These test points were chosen based on points
of interest for the model simplification approach and to reflect design parameters
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Single Equation 0.27% 19.49% -13.60%
Split Equation 0.05% 6.75% -8.45%
that would be employed for that study. Therefore, the melt temperature, injection
flow rate, and injection pressure were fixed, shown in Table 3.4, with a varying base
thickness. The results of these test points showed a maximum prediction error of
2.51% and an average of 1.95%, as detailed in Table 3.5. The developed metamodel
therefore demonstrates a reasonable level of accuracy and shows strong potential for
use in a model simplification application.
Table 3.4: Fixed parameters for test points for general flat plate mold filling meta-
model.
Parameter Value Units
Injection Pressure 180 MPa
Injection Flow Rate 5000 cm3/s
Melt Temperature 277 ∘C
3.5.2 Localized Flat Plate Mold Filling Metamodel
While the developed general flat plate mold filling metamodel is useful for
demonstrating the potential usefulness of this model simplification approach, a more
accurate local model was developed for precisely identifying the underlying model
simplification behavior and generating the subsequent relationships. This model
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Table 3.5: Test points for general flat plate mold filling metamodel.
H,mm rfilled, mm rcalc, mm % Error
4.2 734.66 747.53 1.72%
4.4 769.87 783.70 1.76%
4.6 801.15 819.89 2.29%
4.8 835.31 856.11 2.43%
5.2 902.28 925.53 2.51%
5.4 937.51 956.51 1.99%
5.6 972.24 987.34 1.53%
5.8 1003.75 1018.03 1.40%
AVG 1.95%
constrains all of the processing parameters, the values of which were shown previ-
ously in Table 3.4, and the majority of the flat plate geometry leaving only the plate
thickness variable. Additionally, a localized range of plate thicknesses was examined
to limit the developed metamodel to only the studied area and ensure a strong local
correlation.
The collected plate values and the developed local metamodel are shown in
Figure 3.4 with the quadratic metamodel overlaid. The metamodel was found to
have an R2 value of 0.9965 and an average error of 0.02%. This model is extremely
useful in the development of model simplification techniques because it allowed op-
timization and other methods to be applied with high level of accuracy to quickly
develop an understanding of the model simplification behavior and its possible ap-
plications.
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Vfilled = 8.591× 105H2 − 2.409× 106H + 2.156× 106 (3.5)
Figure 3.4: Localized flat plate mold filling metamodel.
3.5.3 Model Simplification - Disc-Fin Model
With the flat plate mold filling metamodel successfully developed, a case study
with a disc-fin geometry was used to analyze the effectiveness of a model simplifi-
cation approach for general finned plate geometries. This disc-fin geometry, shown
in Figure 3.5, was chosen due to its high level of control over fin properties and
even filling behavior allowing for isolation of the effect of fins on filling behavior.
The following dimensions were varied in the disc-fin geometry: inner fin radius, fin
height, and fin width.
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Figure 3.5: Disc-fin geometry.
Test cases were selected from across the sample space to ensure wide applicabil-
ity of the developed model simplification technique and to develop an understanding
of conditions where model simplification techniques are not suitable. The selected
design criteria, shown in Table 3.6, were chosen to examine a wide range of fin vol-
ume concentrations at differing fin spread and size. The relative fin size was defined
as short by fixing the fin width to 4mm for cases with fin concentrations from 2-
10% and 8mm for cases with fin concentrations from 20-30% and then setting the
fin height such that the desired fin concentration level was met. Similarly, tall fins
were defined by a fin height set at 40mm and a fin width set to reach the defined fin
concentration. This approach allows varying fin shapes to be tested independently
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of overall fin size or volume. Each test case was then simulated using Moldflow R⃝
to determine the actual mold filling response, which was then used, along with the
geometry properties of each design, in the development of the model simplification
approach.
Table 3.6: Disc-fin design criteria for test cases.
Parameter Values
Fin inner diameter 150mm, 300mm, 500mm
% Fins (By Volume) 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%
Relative Fin Size Short, Tall
With the actual mold filling behavior understood for each test geometry, a
method of approximating this filling behavior with a flat plate geometry was ex-
amined. There are only two variables that can be controlled for this flat plate
geometry: plate thickness and plate diameter. In performing the mold filling sim-
ulation, Moldflow R⃝ makes injection molding machine sizing decisions based on the
specified processing parameters and the overall cross-sectional area of the geometry.
This means that in order for the machine sizing to be equivalent for the disc-fin ge-
ometry and its flat plate approximation, the overall cross-sectional area must be the
same for both. Therefore, the flat plate diameter is set equal to the corresponding
disc-fin diameter and the only variable that can be controlled to affect mold filling
behavior is the plate thickness.
In order to approximate the mold filling behavior of the original disc-fin geom-
etry, a scaled thickness value must be calculated. There were four dimensions from
the disc-fin mold filling results that could be used to determine the scaled thickness
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value: rTotal, VTotal, rFilled, VFilled. With these dimensions, shown in Figure 3.6,
the Total values represent inherent geometry dimensions, and the Filled values are
more useful since they represent the actual mold filling behavior of the geometry. In
order to determine the scaled thickness value, a disc with radius of rfilled, calculated
using Equation 3.6, and volume of Vfilled was assumed to represent the geometry
and the subsequent thickness value was calculated. This approach is detailed in
Equation 3.7, with the introduction of a tuning coefficient, k, which will be used to
refine the fit of the model to the collected disc-fin data.













Figure 3.7 shows the percent error between the measured mold filling for the
disc-fin test cases and the scaled thickness flat plate with no tuning factor (k = 1).
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These results, in addition to demonstrating the need for a tuning factor, show a
strong correlation between the various test cases at each fin concentration level,
indicating that a unified model simplification approach should be successful rather
than having to split the approach based on geometry values. Figure 3.8 displays the
results of introducing various arbitrary tuning factors (k = 0.75, 0.50, 0.25) and the
resulting decrease in overall error of the scaled thickness flat plate approximation.
An ideal tuning factor was determined by minimizing the average error across all
of the test cases and was calculated as k = 0.293 with an overall average error of
0.02%. The results of applying this ideal tuning factor are shown in Figure 3.8. The
developed scaled thickness flat plate approximation model shows a strong correlation
to the actual disc-fin results and is used as the basis for the more general model
simplification approach for finned-plate geometries.
Figure 3.7: Scaled thickness flat plate simplification results with no tun-
ing factor.
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Figure 3.8: Application of tuning factors, including an ideal tuning fac-
tor.
3.6 Results and Discussion
In order to test the effectiveness of the developed flat plate model simplification
technique, a set of randomly selected test cases were applied. These test cases used
a set of randomly generated fins over a variety of fin volume concentrations in order
to best measure the overall effectiveness of the model and determine the robustness
of the approach and for which design regions it is suitable.
Figure 3.9 shows an example of the test finned plate geometry. The plate
dimensions correspond with those used in the localized flat plate model and the fins
are randomly generated based on the design criteria shown in Table 3.7. Four sets of
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five test cases were developed at fin volume concentrations falling into the following
general fin concentration categories: 5%, 10%, 20%, > 20%.
Figure 3.9: Example of randomly-generated finned-plate design.






Fin Length > 10
Fin Spacing > 2
The 20 test cases were simulated in Moldflow R⃝ and the results were compared
with the predictions from the developed flat plate model simplification technique.
The complete results are shown in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.10 shows the relationship
between the fin volume concentration and the percent error between the model
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simplification prediction for mold filling and the Moldflow R⃝ results.
Figure 3.10: Model simplification results.
Based on the findings of the 20 test designs, this model simplification technique
shows minimal error for geometries with fin volume concentrations less than 10% and
is applicable for geometries with up to 20% fins by volume. The average error biasing
of underestimating the volume filled can be potentially reduced with refinement of
the tuning parameter but is useful for ensuring a conservative estimate of mold
filling. The large average error and deviation above fin volume concentrations of
20% demonstrates the limits of the developed flat plate model simplification method
as the mold filling behavior in the fins begins to dominate the overall filling behavior
of the geometry.
To relate the usefulness of the developed method to a plate-fin heat exchanger
application, optimal heat exchanger designs were analyzed to determine the percent
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1 1,645,526 74,730 4.54% 837,737 834,925 -0.34%
2 1,659,596 88,800 5.35% 853,032 847,061 -0.70%
3 1,663,016 92,220 5.55% 845,151 851,616 1.12%
4 1,672,586 101,790 6.09% 864,727 858,693 -0.70%
5 1,687,271 116,475 6.90% 875,188 872,487 -0.31%
6 1,707,701 136,905 8.02% 952,897 882,419 -7.40%
7 1,707,881 137,085 8.03% 940,701 884,389 -5.99%
8 1,709,711 138,915 8.13% 939,999 886,375 -5.70%
9 1,730,756 159,960 9.24% 940,147 908,930 -3.32%
10 1,758,071 187,275 10.65% 996,299 928,254 -6.83%
11 1,848,596 277,800 15.03% 1,014,879 1,041,845 2.66%
12 1,925,786 354,990 18.43% 1,136,599 1,107,297 -2.58%
13 1,930,196 359,400 18.62% 1,150,976 1,107,168 -3.81%
14 1,952,141 381,345 19.53% 1,219,893 1,107,810 -9.19%
15 1,955,711 384,915 19.68% 1,291,161 1,081,947 -16.20%
16 1,958,336 387,540 19.79% 1,140,143 1,161,222 1.85%
17 1,969,556 398,760 20.25% 1,311,921 1,092,170 -16.75%
18 2,090,546 519,750 24.86% 1,461,292 1,195,212 -18.21%
19 2,144,351 573,555 26.75% 1,522,061 1,244,880 -18.21%
20 2,170,481 599,685 27.63% 1,638,279 1,218,940 -25.60%
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fin volume of total volume. [53] optimized the plate-fin heat exchanger geometry
based on the total coefficient of performance, incorporating thermal performance
and energy efficiency, and the optimum designs are Cases A and B in Table 3.9.
[15] included injection molding considerations in determining the optimum heat
exchanger design, using metrics such as manufacturing costs, labor costs, pumping
energy, and thermal performance for optimization. Cases C, D, and E in Table 3.9
are the resulting optimum heat exchangers at varying parametric values. Based
on the selected designs, the developed model is useful for Cases A and B, but is
unsuitable for Cases C, D, and E. Therefore, the approach may have to be expanded
in order to cover the entire range of percent fin volume of total volume that may
potentially be found in plate-fin heat exchanger designs.
Table 3.9: Example plate-fin heat exchanger designs from optimization studies.
Case L (mm) H (mm) F (mm) S (mm) W (mm)
Fin Volume /
Total Volume
A 1,000 1.0 8.5 133 0.765 4.35%
B 1,000 1.0 11.6 92.7 1.486 14.70%
C 872 3.52 10 3 2.58 56.73%
D 800 3.28 10 3 2.36 57.27%
E 912 3.73 10 3 2.44 54.50%
3.7 Summary
The need for flexibility to potential design changes necessitates the use of a
more generalized technique that is robust to design variations and can be used in
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situations that a specialized metamodel may be unsuitable. Model simplification
is an approach for reducing simulation time by applying a variety of techniques for
decreasing the complexity of CAD designs while maintaining the quality of the simu-
lation results. This chapter presents a model simplification approach for estimating
the mold filling behavior of general finned plate designs with an equivalent flat plate
model and flat plate mold filling metamodel.
A flat plate mold filling metamodel was investigated and both a general and
localized metamodel were developed. The general metamodel is useful for a range
of plate design criteria and processing parameters and the localized metamodel was
used for the development of the model simplification technique due to its high level
of accuracy in the region of interest. A disc-fin geometry was used to measure the ef-
fects of general fin properties on filling behavior and was used to refine and optimize
the flat plate model simplification approach to best represent identified behavior. A
set of randomly-generated finned plate designs were then used to evaluate the devel-
oped model simplification technique and it was shown to have sufficient accuracy for
fin concentrations less than 20% and was unsuitable for higher fin concentrations.
This study successfully developed a model simplification approach for repre-
senting finned plate geometries with an equivalent flat plate and applying a flat
plate mold filling metamodel. This approach is useful due to its flexibility with a
variety of finned plate geometries and can be used in applications such as evaluating
new heat exchanger designs and understanding the effects of processing parameters
on finned plate mold filling performance.
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Chapter 4
Development of a Fiber Orientation Measurement Methodology
4.1 Introduction
In thermally-enhanced and other fiber-filled composites, fiber orientation can
play an important role in determining the material properties of created parts.
Thermally-enhanced fibers exhibit thermal and structural properties that are or-
der of magnitudes higher along the length of the fiber compared to transverse to
the length of the fiber. Therefore fiber alignment can lead to anisotropic mate-
rial properties that must be accounted for in the design stage. In injection molded
parts, many factors affect fiber alignment, including the geometry of the part and
injection molding processing parameters, such as melt flow rate. Figure 4.1 below
demonstrates the fiber orientation process that must be understood in order to prop-
erly design for fiber orientation in injection molded parts in order to reach desired
performance goals.
Figure 4.1: The effect of processing parameters on part performance due
to fiber orientation.
Using finite element analysis to estimate fiber orientation has been well devel-
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oped for traditional polymer composites and is integrated with the industry-leading
injection molding simulation environment Moldflow R⃝. The basis for this analy-
sis is primarily the Folgar-Tucker model, developed as a process of modeling fiber
orientation and how competing phenomena in injection molding affect it. This
model has been rigorously tested and reinforced with experimental findings for tra-
ditional polymer composites but it is useful to study the utility of this model in new
thermally-enhanced composites.
This paper presents a methodology for collecting and analyzing samples to
determine fiber orientation in relatively large sections and develop both a qualitative
and quantitative comparison to Moldflow R⃝ predictions. While this approach is
not necessarily new, the goal of developing a more global understanding of fiber
orientation in sample parts is generally counter to the recent progression of more
precise and intricate measurement of fiber orientation that is not suitable for rapid
testing and large test regions.
4.2 Background
With the introduction of fibers to polymer matrices, anisotropy can develop
in the resulting material properties of the polymer composite. This is due to the
directionality of the fiber’s inherent properties, with much larger values along the
length of the fiber compared to transverse to the length of the fiber. The orientation
of the fibers within the polymer matrix therefore affects the benefits imparted to
the polymer composite with a great improvement along the primary fiber direction
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and minimal improvement along the transverse direction. This is demonstrated in
Figure 4.2, with the greatest improvement in the loading response of the test sample
occurring when the fibers are well aligned and the load is applied in the fiber direc-
tion. Applying the load in the transverse direction results in minimal improvement
due to the introduction of fibers and when the fibers are evenly distributed in a
random orientation an averaging effect occurs. [21, 64]
Figure 4.2: Stress-strain curve for varying fiber orientation and loading
of a sample geometry. [21]
Similar to the structural example given above, fiber orientation affects the
thermal conductivity of thermally-enhanced polymer composites. The thermal con-
ductivity is greatest along the length of the fiber and it is therefore important to
understand the fiber orientation in heat exchanger geometry to ensure that areas
where heat transfer between mediums primarily occurs have the necessary fiber ori-
entation to best accomplish this. While manufacturers advertise remarkable average
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or maximum thermal conductivity values for thermally-enhanced polymer compos-
ites, the actual thermal performance could be dramatically affected by the fiber
orientation within the heat exchanger. Therefore, it is important to understand
and account for the fiber orientation within a component during the design stage in
order to realize the full potential of fiber-filled polymer composites.
4.3 Related Work
4.3.1 Fiber Orientation
The Folgar-Tucker model for fiber orientation in concentrated suspensions,
[29], provides the foundation for predicting fiber orientation in injection molding.
This model uses parameters such as shear stress, viscosity, and velocity flow field to
determine how fiber align as the injection molding process progresses. This model
has been rigorously studied and is the accepted prediction method in industry-
standard injection molding simulation tools such as Moldflow R⃝.
This model, in its most frequently used form, utilizes tensors to provide a
compact representation of fiber orientation [1]. Fundamentally, each fiber is repre-
sented as a vector, p, with two angles,  and , as shown in Figure 4.3. The vector
components can be found using this representation with Equation 4.1, shown below.
p1 = sin  cos
p2 = sin  sin
p3 = cos 
(4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Vector representing fiber orientation.
With each fiber defined as a vector, the most common representation of fiber
orientation is the probability distribution function for orientation,  . This distri-
bution is then presented concisely as a second-order tensor using Equation 4.2 over
all directions. The tensor value represents the overall orientation distribution of a




Figure 4.4: Example tensor values.
While some fiber measurement schemes use three-dimensional information to
determine fiber orientation [62, 16], the majority of methods utilize imaging two-
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dimensional cross-sections and determining fiber orientation from these sections.
Using the fundamental geometry of fibers and the vector representation described
previously, the fiber orientation of a given fiber can be determined based on the
dimensions of the elliptical cross-section, shown in Figure 4.5, and is detailed in
Section 4.5.4. While this method is very useful for determining fiber orientation
from simple cross-sections, there exists ambiguity in determining the out-of-plane
angle for a given cross-section, as shown in Figure 4.6. This affects values for two
of the six tensor components, a13 and a23, and should be taken into consideration
when evaluating fiber orientation measurements.
Figure 4.5: Fiber cross-section for determining orientation.




Much work has been done on developing methodologies for increasingly more
accurate measurement of fiber orientation in test samples. There are three primary
components of experimental measurement that have received significant attention:
sectioning techniques, imaging methods, and image processing algorithms.
Sectioning Techniques. The development of sectioning techniques has pro-
gressed primarily with the goal of providing the most useful information for image
processing. Initial methods used sectioning and polishing technologies from tradi-
tional experimental applications and used single sections of a region of interest to
develop an understanding of the accuracy of fiber orientation predictions for the
sample [28, 36]. The progression from this simple sectioning technique has gener-
ally been used to develop a more accurate three-dimensional representation of fiber
orientation by using methods such as multiple slice sections or sections at multiple
angles. Using multiple slices that are minimal thickness apart allows the direction
of fibers to be tracked and used to accurately determine the out-of-plane orien-
tation components [20, 52, 77]. While this method offers more precision with a
fully-resolved 3D orientation, it is a more intensive process due to its requirements
for aligning the results from the multiple sections through the use of complex regis-
tration schemes or other alignment methods. Using sections at multiple angles can
provide significant information for determining fiber orientation and allows a much
better understanding of how fiber orientation changes throughout the sample [8].
While this is valuable, preparing multiple sections introduces significant complex-
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ity and labor into the experimental process and may limit the size of sections and
therefore the useful area that can be studied.
Imaging Methods. With the sample geometry sectioned and polished for
imaging, there are many options that have been explored for measuring fibers in a
test section. The original and most common method is optical microscopy [8, 20, 77].
This method is attractive due to its high availability and lack of complexity for
quickly implementing sampling methodologies but its primary drawback is that it
is difficult to measure out-of-plane orientation components due to the strictly two-
dimensional imaging behavior, although this has been resolved through the use of
advanced sectioning methods. Other imaging methods that have been investigated
include X-rays [42], Scanning electron microscopy [2, 61], and confocal microscopy
[25]. X-ray imaging is potentially useful for nondestructive testing but often requires
complex sectioning for useful results and may require substitution of materials that
are readily X-ray compatible. Scanning electron microscopy provides a remarkably
detailed image of fiber orientation and through advanced methods, such as Shadow
SEM Analysis [61], out-of-plane orientation can be determined using a single section.
Unfortunately the high magnification utilized in SEM analysis is not suitable for
measuring fiber orientation over large sample sections. Confocal microscopy uses
clever imaging techniques to extract three-dimensional orientation information from
two-dimension images and is therefore useful for single sectioning methods but it
lacks availability and may be too complex for general experimental usage.
Image Processing Algorithms. Initial image processing techniques often
used manual fiber identification [8] for processing but more powerful computing
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platforms and image processing techniques have dramatically advanced the process
and led to significant automation. The ability to sample large areas was improved
with the use of image analysis tools to align and order sequentially collected images
and the ability to analyze fiber orientation in real time [20]. Recent work has led
to intricate identification and visualization of the three-dimensional fiber orienta-
tion of test samples [62] and represents the advancing accuracy of fiber orientation
measurement.
4.4 Problem Definition
Based on the progress that has occurred in developing experimental methods
for measuring fiber orientation, and the various advantages and limitations that
are associated with them, along with the specific motivation for this project, the
following goals were identified for developing the experimental methodology for this
study:
1. Low Magnification: Use standard, relatively low-magnification, light mi-
croscopy to collect image samples due to its high availability and ability to
sample large test sections.
2. Single Sample Section: Use a single section and standard polishing tech-
nique to prepare samples for imaging to ensure that the process can be applied
to a large variety of materials and reduce the complexity of preparing samples.
3. Use Goal Material: Use the target material for the sample geometry in its
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applied form rather than specially-designed materials with tracers or other
unique fillers so that results represent the behavior of the final product.
4. Control Tensor Region: Provide granular control of the tensor calculation
region size in order to provide both global and local representation of the fiber
orientation across the sample geometry.
5. Standardized Tools: Use standardized image processing and tensor calcu-
lation techniques to take advantage of common understanding and build upon
established methods.
4.5 Approach
The approach developed for this project is divided into two primary sections:
the experimental setup for collecting fiber orientation information and the image
processing framework for interpreting the found fiber orientation information. The
presented approach presents the experimental procedure required to compare the
fiber orientation information for a sample geometry to simulation predictions using
both qualitative and quantitative methods.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
Sectioning. Due to the destructive nature and labor intensity of sectioning
samples, a single sample section methodology was chosen for this study. Therefore,
careful consideration must be given to selecting a sample section that will provide the
most useful information about the fiber orientation behavior in a sample geometry.
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For methods where large areas can be sampled, the section that gives that largest
sample region may be the best choice although any particular regions of interest
should be accounted for. Traditionally, small test regions are selected to measure
the fiber orientation in a particular location while large test regions can be used to
analyze more complex behavior, such as how far from the injection location that
fibers reach a certain level of alignment, and other properties that contribute to a
more global understanding of the fiber orientation in a test part.
Polishing. After selecting a suitable test section, a grinding and polishing
procedure is used to prepare the test sample. This procedure was developed following
traditional best practices and designed to use standard polishing equipment. A
polishing schedule was formulated based on the work of [35] and [63] to ensure a
uniform, highly polished section for microscope imaging. Initial coarse grinding
was used to approach the desired section dimensions and flatten the surface with
some thickness remaining to be removed in subsequent polishing steps, ensuring the
desired thickness is met after sufficient polishing. Using a polishing wheel with water
lubricant, gradually finer grit sizes are used for rough polishing while constantly
moving and rotating the test specimen to eliminate any directional markings or
striations that could be introduced due to the circular motion of the polishing wheel
and thoroughly cleaning the specimen between steps to remove any contaminants.
The polishing procedure is completed with fine polishing using diamond paste and
a water lubricant. This procedure was found to consistently produce well-polished
specimens suitable for light microscopy.
Microscope Imaging. The microscope chosen for this approach was a tradi-
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tional light microscope with polarizing filter technology. Reflected light was chosen
to alleviate the need for thin slices that are required for transmitted light. The
polarizing filters were used to take advantage of the differing characteristics of the
fibers and the surrounding matrix material, and were adjusted to reinforce the re-
flected light from the fibers and light absorbed in the polymer matrix. This method
was shown to produce high contrast for carbon fiber filled polymer composites and
should be useful for most fiber-filled polymers with significant differences between
the fiber and matrix materials. A relatively low magnification of 5x was chosen to
provide a clear picture of the fibers in the matrix while providing a wide enough
view in order to sample large sections.
4.5.2 Fiber Orientation Comparison Framework
A fiber orientation comparison framework was developed to take large sam-
ple sections consisting of many microscope images, analyze and determine fiber
orientation for the entire sample, and then compare these results with simulation
predictions. Details of this process include the goal of controlling the examined
size for making fiber orientation measurements and developing both a local and
global understanding of fiber orientation for comparison to predicted values. This
framework progresses as a six-step process and is presented below.
Step 1. Initialization. The initialization stage is primarily used to define
the connection to microscope images and customize image processing settings for
the particular application. It is also used to define the relationships between the
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microscope images and how they correspond to the overall test section to ensure the
individual results properly correlate to the overall behavior.
Step 2. Perform Image Processing on Original Images. Image pro-
cessing, detailed in Section 4.5.3, is applied to all of the original microscope images
to extract raw orientation information for all of the fibers found in each image.
Step 3. Combine Image Results and Subdivide into Tensor Regions.
With the raw fiber orientation information found for each image, the results are
combined to form the overall sample section. This includes cropping original im-
ages to remove any overlap or other requirements for resizing and arranging results
information to properly correspond with positioning in the test section.
With the sample section reconstructed from its component images, it is then
subdivided into regions for tensor analysis. This method was chosen instead of using
the original image regions to calculate tensor values in order to provide more control
of the tensor region size. This control over the resolution of measured tensor values
allows better comparison to predicted values due to the ability to find both local and
global information using high-resolution and low-resolution tensor regions, respec-
tively. It can also be used for measurement quality control such as ensuring there
is sufficient fiber information in a selected tensor region for accurately determining
tensor values.
Step 4. Calculate Tensor Values. Using the defined tensor regions, tensor
values are calculated to represent fiber orientation, described in Section 4.5.4.
Step 5. Subdivide Simulation Results and Sample Tensor Values.
Using the same defined tensor regions as the experimental results, subdivide the
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simulation results. The tensor values are then sampled in these tensor regions to
determine the tensor values corresponding to the found experimental values. The
simulation results present the tensor components as a continuous value across the
tensor region so a representative tensor value is found by sampling multiple points
within the tensor region and determining the average tensor value for each region
to compare with the measured experimental values.
Step 6. Compare Experimental and Simulation Tensor Values. With
both measured experimental tensor values and predicted tensor values, the fiber ori-
entation information is compared across the sample section, shown in Section 4.5.5.
4.5.3 Image Processing Algorithm
The image processing algorithm was developed using open-source tools (OpenCV)
and standard techniques to build upon a common and well-developed foundation
for the image processing framework and allow wide availability for potential appli-
cations. Additionally, the algorithm was designed to be flexible to changing sample
materials that can lead to varying contrast between fiber and matrix materials,
fiber size, and other properties to ensure that the goal materials for varying appli-
cations can be used. The steps below outline the major stages of the develop image
processing algorithm.
Step 1. Resizing, Down Sampling, and Smoothing. This step is used to
define a common set of input image parameters and prepare the raw microscope im-
age for processing. The image resizing and down sampling (performed via Gaussian
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Figure 4.7: Progression of image processing algorithm for identifying
fibers, described in Section 4.5.3.
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Pyramidal decomposition) are used to ensure that the measured fibers are within a
defined general size for consistent processing in subsequent steps. The smoothing is
performed to remove noise that can be introduced from the microscope and camera
system.
Step 2. Feature Extraction. To better differentiate between fibers and
the surrounding matrix material, feature extraction is performed on the prepared
microscope image. This process, developed in the field of mathematical morphology
and known as a top-hat transformation, uses a defined structuring element to explore
the image to find areas that the structuring element fits into that are brighter than
their surroundings. The structuring element is sized so that it is smaller than the
general fiber size and isolates the fibers from the dark matrix background.
Step 3. Thresholding. With the fibers well defined from the background
material, a thresholding operation is applied to separate the image into light ar-
eas representing fibers and dark areas representing the matrix material. After the
thresholding application is complete, the areas of the image that contains fibers have
a value of 1 and all other areas are 0, allowing for more precise application of image
processing techniques in the following steps.
Step 4. Edge and Shape Detection. Edge detection is then applied to
identify all of the transition regions between fiber and matrix values. Shape detection
is then used to locate continuous edges, saving each contour as a sequence of points.
Step 5. Fit Ellipses to Detected Shapes. Finally, each contour is pro-
cessed and if it has greater than six points a two-dimensional box is fit such that
it is the minimal size containing the contour and is represented by an ellipse for
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the processed image. Each ellipse denotes a fiber found in the processed image
and its geometrical properties are saved for use in calculating the fiber orientation
information for the sample.
Using the developed image processing algorithm, the supplied microscope im-
age is analyzed and each fiber is isolated and marked with an ellipse. This set of
ellipses representing the found fibers is the output of the algorithm and contains the
geometric information necessary for calculating fiber orientation tensor values for
the measured area.
4.5.4 Tensor Calculation
With the set of ellipses representing the found fibers from the image processing
analysis, the fiber orientation tensors for a defined region can be calculated. Using
the ellipse formulation shown in Figure 4.8, the required ellipse properties, such




(x3 − x4)2 + (y3 − y4)2 (4.3)
X = x2 − x1, Y = y2 − y1 (4.4)
M =
√
X2 + Y 2 (4.5)
With each fiber fully defined as an ellipse, the tensor values can be calculated
for the fibers contained within a specified region using Equations 4.6 and 4.7 and
Table 4.1. In Equation 4.6, aij represents the overall tensor component for the region,
and (aij)n represents the tensor component for the nth fiber (shown in Table 4.1).
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Fn is a weighting function used to cope with the biasing that can occur due to fibers
lying predominantly perpendicular to the sample section being more likely to appear










Figure 4.8: Elliptical fiber cross-section for determining orientation.
4.5.5 Comparing Experimental and Simulation Results
While the fiber orientation for the experimental sample is useful by itself, for
the purpose of this study it is most valuable and informative when compared to
predicted values in order to refine the prediction methodology to more accurately
represent actual behavior. There are four primary aspects that were considered when
developing the comparison approach: quantitative and qualitative comparison and
local and global understanding. The varying tensor calculation region, discussed
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previously in Section 4.5.2, provides the foundation for determining the overall lo-
cal or global representation of the results but the quantitative versus qualitative
understanding is more dependent on how the results are presented.
Quantitative and Qualitative Comparison. By measuring fiber orien-
tation information for both experimental and predicted samples, a wide variety of
both quantitative and qualitative comparisons can be made. Examples of quali-
tative comparisons include determining geometry changes that lead to divergence
between predicted and actual fiber orientation, understanding how long after ge-
ometry changes it takes fibers to reach reasonable alignment, discovering limits for
processing conditions at which prediction performance diminishes. When fiber ori-
entation tensor values are known, quantitative values can be determined or assigned
for each of these qualitative comparisons and have potential uses such as calculating
the ratio between the change in angle for a geometry and the rate of prediction
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divergence, measuring the distance to reasonable alignment from a point of inter-
est, or determining bias values based on processing conditions. Therefore, having
measured fiber orientation values across a large sample region allows for powerful
quantitative and qualitative comparisons that can be useful for designers and in the
development of tools to integrate experimental studies with simulations for more
accurate and useful predictions.
Local and Global Understanding. By designing the image processing
framework to locate fibers even at low magnification, much larger sample cross-
sections can be used to form a much more global representation of fiber orientation
over complicated geometries. Recent work with fiber orientation has trended towards
much more precise understanding of fiber orientation using very high magnification
sources such as SEM. While this is very useful for understanding how to improve
fiber orientation prediction and are invaluable to improving simulation predictions,
this has a very limited understanding of the overall fiber orientation behavior in
sample geometries. This study makes use of relatively low-magnification imaging
and widely-used image processing software to create a more global perspective of the
fiber orientation in sample geometries. While these techniques do not necessarily
have the same accuracy as high-magnification methods, the loss in accuracy is made
up for by having a much more complete understanding of the overall fiber orientation
behavior and how it potentially affects simulation predictions, processing decisions,
and design choices.
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4.5.6 Problem Formulation Details
Test Geometry. An L-channel shape was chosen due to the highly uncertain
behavior that occurs in the corner region and its prevalence in component design and
specifically heat exchanger design. This geometry is useful for understanding how
processing conditions and geometric properties can affect fiber orientation behavior
in a drastic flow change and determining more complex phenomena such as how
far from the corner it takes for the fiber orientation behavior to settle to a more
consistent and well-aligned situation. This test geometry along with part of the
injection mold used to create it are shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: L-Channel mold with parts.
Test Material. In order to most accurately reflect the behavior of the pro-
posed heat exchanger design, the material selected for the proposed design was used
for this test geometry. This material is a commercially-available carbon-fiber filled
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Nylon 12, PolyOne NJ-6000 TC Black. The manufacturer-recommended injection
molding processing conditions along with the injection molding machine specifica-
tions were used to determine the processing conditions for manufacturing the test
samples, detailed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Processing conditions for test sample.
Processing Condition Value Units
Injection Pressure 164 MPa
Injection Flow Rate 12 cm3/s
Melt Temperature 285 ∘C
Mold Temperature 30 ∘C
Experimental Procedure Details. The cross-section at the [midplane of
the longest direction], demonstrated in Figure 4.10, was chosen because it provided
the most information on the overall fiber orientation of the geometry in a single
cross-section, a goal of the developed approach. A polishing apparatus, shown in
Figure 4.11, was constructed to provide a precise polishing base and improve surface
uniformity and quality. The polishing routine described in Section 4.5.1 was used
with the details shown in Table 4.3a below.
With the sample sectioned and polished, it was microscope imaged to collect
raw fiber orientation information. Based on an exploratory analysis, Table 4.3b
provides the microscope setup that supplied the most contrast between the fibers
and surrounding matrix, with the fibers reflecting the supplied light and appear-
ing white in the collected images and the matrix absorbing the supplied light and
appearing black. Based on this procedure, Figure 4.12 demonstrates a microscope
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image collected for the test section.
Figure 4.10: Sectioning plane for test geometry.
Figure 4.11: L-Channel polishing jig.
4.6 Results and Discussion
Validation Image. To validate the image processing and tensor calculation
framework, the sample image shown in Figure 4.13 was used. This image was used
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Table 4.3: Experimental procedure details.
(a) Polishing schedule used to prepare test samples.
Step Details Time
1. Initial Dressing 240-400 Grit, water lubricant As Needed
2. Fine Grinding 800 Grit, water lubricant 5 min
3. Rough Polishing, 1 1200 Grit, water lubricant 5 min
4. Rough Polishing, 2 3.5  m, water lubricant 5 min
5. Fine Polishing, 1 6.5  m diamond paste, water lubricant 30 min
6. Fine Polishing, 2 1  m diamond paste, water lubricant 30 min
Each step is performed with light pressure while constantly moving the
specimen and followed by thorough cleaning, drying, and examination






by [8] to test measurement error and the exact tensor values are given. These values
and the corresponding calculated values are shown in Table 4.4 and demonstrate
excellent agreement. The small error in the calculated values can be attributed
to a range of factors, such as the scanning process used to create the image, but
is negligible and therefore the developed image processing and tensor calculation
framework has sufficient accuracy for experimental studies.
Simulation Framework. Using the processing conditions outlined in Ta-
ble 4.2, Moldflow R⃝, the industry-standard injection molding simulation tool, was
used to predict fiber orientation in the sample L-channel geometry. The fiber ori-
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Figure 4.12: Example of collected microscope image with image process-
ing results overlaid on lower half.
Figure 4.13: Measurement validation image.
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entation analysis component of Moldflow R⃝ presents the results as either the three
principle tensor values or the six tensor components in the global coordinate frame.
The principle tensor values are a representation of the fiber orientation tensor in
a special coordinate system in which the shear tensor components (txy, txz, and
tyz) are zero and is useful for gaining an understanding of the magnitude of the
primary tensor components with respect to the polymer flow. For this study, the
calculated tensor components are determined with respect to the global coordinate
frame and therefore the primary tensor values can not be used and rather the full
tensor component representation must be used.
Figure 4.14 shows the tensor components in the corner region of the L-channel
geometry in which the polymer flow experiences a significant velocity change and
subsequently a high level of uncertainty exists in the predicted fiber orientation val-
ues. The tensor components are calculated at each node in the meshed model and
then a process of multi-linear interpolation is used to create a continuous represen-
tation of the tensor components across the test geometry. This is useful for the
comparison framework because the tensor values can be determined for any tensor
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region size and position.
Comparison Results. The L-channel was sampled at 5x magnification and
analyzed across the shown region. A sample image with the processed results is
shown below. The image processing framework was effective in identifying most of
the fibers in the sample images and was used to successfully develop tensor plots for
comparison to Moldflow R⃝ results.
First, a more global understanding of the fiber orientation behavior in the
corner region of the L-channel was investigated. Figure 4.15 shows the comparison
of the Moldflow R⃝ predictions and the experimental measurements with a relatively
coarse tensor region size, where the flow enters from the top of the corner and exits
to the left. The primary tensor components, txx, tyy, tzz, and txy, are shown since
they show most of the behavior and due to the inability to resolve the signs for the
remaining out-of-plane components.
It is shown that throughout the sample, the level of correlation varies greatly.
There are regions which the predicted and experimental values match closely and
others which the values diverge greatly. Although this result is significant, it should
not be assumed that either the Moldflow R⃝ prediction is incorrect or the measure-
ment is invalid. The L-channel geometry was chosen specifically due to the very high
uncertainty that occurs in the sharp velocity change and the difficulty that arises
in simulating this behavior. Therefore, these findings do not suggest that there are
underlying flaws in the employed Moldflow R⃝ fiber orientation models, just limita-
tions in highly uncertain flow situations for which predictions may be insufficient
and measured values should be used instead.
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(a) txx. (b) txy.
(c) tyy. (d) txz.
(e) tzz. (f) tyz.
Figure 4.14: Moldflow R⃝ tensor component results.
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The primary out-of-plane fiber orientation tensor component, tzz, is negligible
in the Moldflow R⃝ predictions but not in the experimental findings. This signifies an
important design improvement in the out-of-plane thermal performance and could
lead to improved application results compared to the simulation predictions. The
conservative fiber orientation models did not predict out-of-plane orientation for the
in-plane velocity change and therefore design changes that could have been intro-
duced to improve out-of-plane alignment would not have registered in simulation
predictions. This represents the importance of incorporating experimental fiber ori-
entation measurements during the design phase to ensure the heat exchanger that
best utilizes fiber orientation can be created.
Next, the exit region of the test sample was investigated locally using a high-
resolution tensor region, shown in Figure 4.16. This investigation allows for a more
quantitative comparison of the Moldflow R⃝ predictions and experimental values.
Again, differences between predicted and measured values should not be used to
disregard either value. Instead, experimental findings can be used to bias or refine
predictions in certain geometries and other instances in which it is found that they
diverge.
Based on the findings shown in Figure 4.16, the following general conclusions
can be drawn for this example. First, insufficient fiber information was collected
along the left edge of the region to determine tensor components for the left-most
tensor regions. The primary out-of-plane tensor component, tzz, shows little vari-
ation across the section but the simulation predictions are too conservative in as-
suming no out-of-plane alignment and there is poor agreement with the measured
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(a) txx. (b) tyy.
(c) tzz. (d) txy.
Figure 4.15: Tensor results.
values. txx and tyy correspond most directly with the direction of flow for the poly-
mer and show poor agreement in the central region at the exit of the corner while the
surface areas at the inside and outside of the corner have strong agreement between
predicted and measured values. This indicates a high level of uncertainty at loca-
tions away from the mold walls and generally increasing uncertainty with increasing
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(a) txx. (b) tyy.
(c) tzz. (d) txy.
Figure 4.16: Detailed tensor results.
radius from the interior of the corner. For this example, it would be valuable to
use experimentally measured values for centrally located regions in geometries with
rapid velocity changes while predicted values should be sufficient for the remainder
of the test region.
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4.7 Summary
Thermally-enhanced and other fiber-filled composites that have been intro-
duced into the polymer marketplace can lead to dramatic improvements in material
properties, including thermal conductivity and structural factors, but these proper-
ties are affected by the fiber orientation within the component. Finite Element Anal-
ysis techniques have been applied to predict fiber orientation in injection-molded
components, but these methods were developed for more traditional fiber-filled com-
posites and the improved thermal conductivity and high volume concentration in
thermally-enhanced composites require additional verification of fiber orientation
predictions. This chapter presents an approach to experimentally measure and cal-
culate the fiber orientation information for sample parts and demonstrates a compar-
ison framework for comparing measured values to fiber orientation values predicted
by the industry-standard injection molding simulation tool Moldflow R⃝.
Previous work in experimentally determining fiber orientation was found to
have three primary focuses when developing experimental methodologies: section-
ing techniques, imaging methods, and image processing algorithms. Recent work
in studying fiber orientation has trended to developing a more accurate measure-
ment of fiber orientation using higher resolution imaging, complex sectioning, and
advanced image processing techniques. While this has led to many advancements
in the field of polymer composites, these techniques may be too complex to im-
plement for large test regions and in general frameworks for varying materials and
geometries. The experimental methodology investigated in this paper has five goals:
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low magnification using traditional light microscopy, utilize a single sample section,
use actual material, control over the tensor region size, and the use of standardized
image processing tools. The developed method successfully measured fibers in a
simple section using traditional light microscopy and relatively low magnification
and calculated fiber orientation tensor values at both high and low resolution for
both a global and local understanding of fiber orientation. This allows the method
to be applied to a range of fiber orientation measurement applications and reduces
many barriers to implementation in many environments.
The developed approach was applied to studying an L-channel geometry repre-
senting a dramatic velocity change and representative of a behavior common among
heat exchanger designs. A study of the corner region of this geometry found signif-
icant variance in the agreement between the predicted and measured values. The
out-of-plane tensor values demonstrated consistent under-prediction in simulations
with consistent measured out-of-plane alignment while the in-plane values varied
from good agreement at regions near mold walls and poor agreement in central
regions of the geometry. The high uncertainty in the corner region leads to a rec-
ommendation of using experimental values of fiber orientation in centrally located
regions with dramatic velocity changes.
This study successfully developed a fiber orientation measurement framework
for comparing experimental results to simulation predictions. This is useful for
studying advanced materials for which the applicability of more traditional predic-
tion tools is unknown. Additionally, the flexibility of the developed method allowed
large sections to be studied while determining fiber orientation at granular levels to
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develop both a global and local understanding of fiber orientation in the test sample.
The tool uses traditional tools and open source methods to maintain availability for
broad audiences. The developed method is useful for overall testing, such as man-
ufacturing verification of expected overall fiber orientation in sample parts and is
useful for determining a qualitative understanding of the fiber orientation behavior





The contributions of this work can be separated into three primary categories:
1. An approach for developing a computationally-fast metamodel that accu-
rately predicts the feasibility boundary while requiring minimal sample dat-
apoints has been presented and applied to create a mold filling metamodel
for thermally-enhanced polymer composite plate-fin heat exchangers. This
approach, the Feasibility Boundary Search algorithm, uses advanced Design
of Experiments and adaptive control techniques to selectively sample points
very close to the feasibility boundary across the entire design space to create a
model that is highly accurate and applicable over a large range of design crite-
ria. The developed metamodel, in addition to providing the injection molding
feasibility of a candidate heat exchanger design, also predicts the minimum
attainable base thickness for use in optimizing the heat exchanger design for
thermal performance considerations.
2. A model simplification framework has been presented for providing an esti-
mate of mold filling for general finned-plate geometries. This framework deter-
mines an equivalent flat plate representation of the given geometry and uses
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a metamodel developed to provide an estimate of mold filling for flat plate
geometries to predict mold filling for the original geometry. This approach
dramatically reduces prediction time for finned-plate geometries by removing
the need for computationally-intensive injection molding simulation and allows
greater flexibility for any changes in the overall heat exchanger geometry.
3. A fiber orientation experimental measurement methodology has been pre-
sented for collecting fiber orientation information from sample geometry and
comparing these findings with simulation predictions. This methodology de-
tails all of the necessary steps in the process, including preparing the sam-
ple for imaging, collecting microscope images, performing image processing to
measure fiber orientation information, and calculating fiber orientation values.
This approach was applied for a sample heat exchanger geometry to determine
conditions for which injection molding simulation may be insufficient.
5.2 Anticipated Benefits
The work presented in this thesis provides an understanding of the manufac-
turability of thermally-enhanced polymer composites that is useful for designers of
heat exchangers and many other applications. Most critically for the overarching
goals of the polymer heat exchanger project, this work will be useful in developing
a manufacturability component of a design exploration and optimization framework
which considers thermal, structural, and manufacturing properties for the design of
thermally-enhanced polymer heat exchangers.
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In addition to the specific application for thermally-enhanced polymer heat
exchangers, the frameworks presented in this thesis are useful for more general
applications. The feasibility boundary metamodeling approach described in Chapter
2 is useful for any applications where developing a computationally-fast and accurate
metamodel for determining feasibility considerations is required, such as structural
analysis where failure modes are diagnosed via time-consuming physical experiments
to determine feasibility. The experimental methodology presented in Chapter 4 is
useful for many fiber orientation measurement applications and is particularly useful
due to its ability to draw conclusions by comparing measured values to expected
performance and its high-throughput analysis due to its simple sectioning and low
magnification approach.
5.3 Future Work
While this thesis has significantly advanced the understanding of the manufac-
turability of thermally-enhanced polymer composites in heat exchanger applications,
there are many areas in which future work can offer further insight. The main areas
of interest for future improvement are directly related to the work that has been
complete in this thesis.
5.3.1 Improvement to Feasibility Boundary Search Algorithm
The Feasibility Boundary Search algorithm presented in Chapter 2 is a signif-
icant advancement in the development of metamodels representing feasibility for a
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variety of applications. This approach used advanced Design of Experiments and
adaptive control techniques but could be improved with additional refinements in
the search algorithm. Some examples of how this approach can be improved in-
clude the use of an adaptive grid in place of the fixed grid size that was used for
the design variables. This would ensure that areas of interest would have sufficient
information collected while not collecting redundant or insignificant in other areas
and could potentially lead to fewer datapoints being collected while maintaining or
improving the accuracy of the developed metamodel. Additionally, the search be-
havior for finding points on the feasibility boundary could be improved with the use
of machine learning and biasing techniques that could reduce the number of data-
points collected and ensure that each datapoint provides valuable information for
the search algorithm. These improvements could reduce the computational intensity
and improve the accuracy for developing feasibility metamodels.
5.3.2 Advancements in Model Simplification Approach
The model simplification approach presented in this thesis is a significant step
towards developing a flexible mold filling prediction strategy for general finned-plate
geometries. Potential improvements include developing a more robust prediction
strategy for estimating the mold filling behavior based on geometric properties such
as a weighted average fin height or the radius of gyration, representing fin spread.
Additionally, the approach could be split by fin concentration to develop a separate
model as concentration increases, alleviating the loss of accuracy as fin concentration
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increased that was noted in the findings of this thesis. These advancements would
expand the usability of this model simplification approach and make it more flexible
for usage in a wide variety of applications.
5.3.3 Refinements for Fiber Orientation Measurement Methodology
The presented fiber orientation measurement methodology was designed to
use simple sectioning techniques and low-magnification imaging to develop a more
global understanding of the fiber orientation behavior in sample geometries. The
microscope imaging could be made more accurate and consistent with the use of
a computer-controlled stage and automatic capturing and alignment of microscope
images. The image processing method could be improved to more accurately identify
fibers and reduce discrepancies that arise due to behavior such as overlapping fibers
or polishing defects. Finally the comparison framework can be improved to provide
more useful information to designers on the actual fiber orientation behavior and
integrated in a knowledge database or similar application to develop a more stan-
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